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Abstract In this paper a new variable dimension simplicial algorithm
is developed to compute economic equilibria on the cartesian product
of the n-dimensional unit price simplex S" and the m-dimensional pro-
duction activity space R~ . The algorit.hm differs trom other algorithms
iu the uumber of directions in which the algorithm may leave the starL-
ing point. More precisely, the algoritlrm has 2"}mtl -'l rays to leave
the starting point whereas thf, other algoritlims have at most 'lm(n f I)
rays. 7'he path of points geuerated by the algorithm can be interpreted
as a globally and universally convergent price and production adjust-
ment process. The process, as well as the convergence condition, is also
economically meaningful. We apply the algorithm to economies with
linear production, to economies with constant returns to scale, and to
economies with increasing returus to scale.
l~cywords: Equilibrium, st.atiouary point problem, simplicial algorithm,
simplicial subdivisiou, vector labelliug, adjustmenL process, piecewise
liuear approximatiou.
1 Introduction
OVCI' LII(' Iasl. Several years the existeuce and computation of economic eyuilibria
on the cartesian product of the n-dimensional unit price simplex S" and the m-
dimensional production activity space R"~ has attracted wide attention (see e.g.
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, ll, l4~). In an equilibrium of an economy every producer
chooses an production activity in order to maximize his profit and prices and ac-
tivity levels are such that for every commodity demand is at most. equal to supply.
Mathicsen [10, I I], see also [3], applicd t.hc~ Lemkc-liowson cornplcrnentary pivoting
algorithm to econotnies with liuear prodution technologic~s by solving a seyuence
of canplementarity problems on Rt}"'}'. Other authors followed another way,
~Department of Econometrics, Tilburg University, 5000 LE 1'ilburg, The Netherlands
2lnstitute of Socio-Economic Planning, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japanand utilized simplicial variable dintension restart algorithms initiated by van der
Laan and Talman [9]. In a simplicial subdivision or triangulation of the underlying
space such au algorithni,starting in an arbitrarily chosen grid point of the subdi-
vision, searches for a simplex yielding an approximate equilibrium by generating a
sequence of adjacent simplices of varying dimension. Under some convergence con-
dition the algorithm terminates within a finite number of steps. If the approximate
equilibrium is not accurate enough, the algorithm can be restarted at the lastly
found approximate solution with a finer subdivision in the hope of finding a better
approximate equilibrium within a small nwnber of iterations. Simplicial algorithms
are classified according to the number of rays along which the starting point can be
left.
ln van deu Elzen, van der Laan ancl '('alman [4] a new economic adjustment
process has been introduced to compute an equilibrium in an economy with linear
production technologies. In van der Laan, Tahnan and Kremers [8] this adjustment
process was generalized to an econorny with constant returns to scale by solving
a sequence of linear stationary point problems on S". In the latter method con-
vergence is not guaranteed. In Hofkes [6] and also in Yamamoto and Yang [14],
otha economic applications are considered such as when the production exhibits
increasing returns to scale. To (ind an equilibrium in an ecouumy with nonlinear
nondecreasing returns to scale production technologies, the (n-~m~ 1)-ray algorithm
was developed in [6] and the'lm(n f 1)-ray algorithm in (14].
In this paper we propose a new simplicial algorithm to compute economic equi-
libria on S" x Rt. Depending on the sign pattern of the function value at an
arbit.rarily choscn start.ing point. in .S" x R~, t.he algorit.hm sl.arts to Icavc Lhe start-
ing poiut along one out of 2"f"`t~ -'L rays. The triaugulation of S'" x R~ which
underlies the algorithm is a combination of the V-triangulation of S" in [2], and
the Ií'-triangulation of ~ in [13], which we call the VK'-triangulation, see also
[14]. Moreover, a suf6cient condition for the existence of an equilibrium is intro-
duced. This condition generaliaes the wefl-known "No-Production-Without-Input~
assumption in the sense that if an activity level becomes very large, then at least one
of the commodities is in excess demand. Under this condition the path of points
followed by the algorithm can be interln-eted as a globally and universally con-
vergent price and production level adjustment. Barring degeneracy the algorithm
converges for any starting point aud the process of which the path is followed by
the algorithm simultaneously adjnsts prices and activity levels as follows. Initially,
the process incre,ases rela.tively Lhe prices of thc~ conmiodities wit.h positive excess
demand and decreases relatively the prices of the commodities with negative excess
demand, while it increases relatively the activity levels of the firms with positive
profits and decreases relatively the activity levels of the firms with negative profits.
[n general, the prices of the cominodities with positive (negative) excess demand
and the activity levels of the firms making positive (negative) profits are kept rela-3
tively maximal (minimal). From an econonuc view point this behavior seems to be
very close to the classical tatonnement process in which prices adjust according to
the law of demand and supply, i.e. prices iucrease in case of positive excess demand
and decrease when excess demand is negativc~. '1'he adjustnu~nL process developed
in this paper seems therefore to be much more intuitive and appealing than the
adjustment processes obtained from the othor simplicial algorithms. Moreover, the
convcigcnce condition givcu in this paper is more natural thau those stated for
other simplicial algorithms. We remark that the algorithm will also converge under
these conditions.
1'he paper is organized as follows. [n Section 2 we give the piecewise linear
path of the algorithm and formulate a sufficient condition for the existence of an
equilibriurn. Section 3 describes the underlying subdivision of S" x Rt. Section
9 discusses the pivot steps and the replacement steps of the algorithm. In Section
5 we are concerned with the application of the process to several typical economic
equilibrium models. Finally concluding remarks will be given in Section 6.
2 The path of the algorithm
We define the n-dimensional unit simplex S" by
S"-{pERtti ~~~}irP;-1}
where R~tr is the nonnegative orthaut of Lhe (n f 1)-dimensional Euclidean space
R"t' . Let f: S" x Rf -a R"t' x R"' be a continous function with f(p, y) -
(f~(p,y), fz(p,y)) for p E S" and y E R"~. The function f- (fr, f2) is assumed to
satisfy
p`fi(p,y)~-y`f1(p,y) -0forallpES"and yERt. (2.1)
Definition 2.1 A pair (p', y') E S" x Rt is an equiliórium if J(p',y') G 0, i.e.
i~i Ír(P~,y~) ~ 0
(`~~ f2(P`,y~) C 0.
Let us give some explanation on the above function in economic terms. Let
there be a finite number of consumers, m production activities or firrns, and n f 1
commodities in the economy. A vector p E S" can be interpreted as a price vector
being normalized on the unit simplex, and a vector y E Rt is a vector of activity
levels of the firms. Then f~~(p,,y) can be regarded as the net excess demand of
commodity j, j E { l, ..., n f 1}, at price vcctor p and activity level vector y. The
function fZ is related to the profit of thc firms, e.g. f2;(p,y) is the profit of thefirm i, z E { I, ..., m}, at price vector p and activity level y when firm i has a unit
production level. Condition (2.1) reflects Walras' law, stating that all consumers
spend their income. An equilibriurn for this economy is a price vector p' E S" and a
production activity level vector y' E Rt such that at (p', y') the excess demand of
the consumption sector is at most equal to the net supply of the production sector
and no production activity makes positive profit.
It easily follows from Definition 2.1 that because of coudition (2.1) an equilibrium
(p', y`) E S" x R~ has the property that
ji~(P',y') - u if p; 1 0
I~i(P'~y') G 0 il' p~ - 0
(2.2)
Ïz~(h,y") - 0 if y; ~ 0
Iz;ÍT,y") C U if yi - U.
As shown in Yamamoto and Yang [14] the problem is equivalent to the stationary
point or variational inequality problem on S" x Rt with respect to j and is also
equivalent to the nonlinear complementarity problem on S" x Rt. In what follows,
we will introduce a simplicial algorithm to solve the problem. As applications
of the algorithrn, several typical economic examples will be discussed later. Let
(u,v) E 5'" x~ be an arbitrarily chosen starting point of the algorithm. For
simplicity we assume that u is an interior point of S". Let 6- (6~, ..., 6m)` be such
Lhat b; ~ v; for all i. 'I'o find an eyuilibrium in S" x R~, we propose to follow a
piecc~wise linear path of points st.arting a,t (u, v). The path traced by the algorithm
caii bo iutr~rpr~,tetil as thr appruximaL~~ pat.h ,GencratiYl by an adjusLmc,nt process in
whi~ h prin~s aud activit.v I~,v~~Iti afl' tiI11111It,iL11lY)IIJIy iLll.justi.d. 'I'h~, pruccss ge~uerates
a picccwisc smooth pal.h, di~uoti,cl Ly I', uf poiut.s in .S" x!~~ auch Lhxt fur every

















Izr(P, y) ~ 0
jt(P,y) ~ U
h (P,y) S 0.
Nuti~r~ Lhat ( u,v) sat.i,li~w (2.a) fur ~r cqual tu I aml Ll~at f.h~~ pru~~~s will tcnninatc
as soon as a becomes rqual Lo ze~ru at. saY (y' , y`). In t.he latti~r case Ir~(p', y') G U
if P~ - U, Ï~~(P,y") ? 0 if p~ ~ 0, jz;ÍP ,:y') G 0 if y~ - 0, and Ïz;(P',y") ? 0 ify
,y~ ~ 0. From condition (2.1 ) it follows iinmediately that (p', y') is an equilibrium
of f.he, problcm. Und~~r ci,rtain rcgularit.y anil nondegeneracy cunditions, the set of
point,s in S" x Rf satisfying (2.3) consists of piecewise smooth loops and paths.
Fxactly one of these pat.hs is thc palh P, haviug thc st.arting poiut (u,v) as an end
point. In order to guarautix~ t.hat thc pal,h P is boundcd wi~ iuipuse a simple and
also economically meaniugful condition ou the function J.
Aasumption G (Generalized "no-production-without-input") There ex-
ists a positive number T such that for each (p, y) E S" x R~ with max; y; ~ T,
there is an index i satisfying f~;(p,y) ~ 0.
The condition says in economic terms tl~at when one or more firms choose a high
production level the supply of at least one commmodity can not meet consumers'
excess demand.
Theorem 2.2 Under Assurnption C Nie path P in S" x R~ starting at (u,v) is
óounded and its other end point is ara equilib~ium.
ProoL Suppose that thi~ path P is unbouuded. "fhen without loss of generality
there is a sequence {(pA, yA) }~ satisfyiug (2.3), with some of the components of
yk going to infinity. Therefore there exists a positive integer M such that for each
k 1 M, max; y;` ? max{ T, max; 6; }. Moreover, since (pk, yk) satisfies (2.3) it holds
that for each k~ M, J~~(p~,yk) C 0 for all j. By assumption we have that for each
(pk yA) with k~ M, there is an index i such that J~;(pk, yk) ~ 0 which contradicts
fl;(pk, yk) C 0. Hence, the path P is bounded and has another end point, say
(P',y'). Clearly, (P',,y') is an equilibrium.
O
We are now ready to present an econonuc interpretation of the adjustments of
prices and activity levels aloug the path P defined in (2.3). The adjustment process
starts in (u, v). Barring degeneracy the vector f(u, v) contains no zeros. In the case
that all commodities in the market are iu excess supply, the process initially keeps
all the prices fixed, while the activity levels of the firms with positive profits are in-
creased with the same proportion and the activity levels of firms with negative profit
do not change. Otherwisc, the process incmnsrs initially thc prices of commodities
with positivic exccss demand proportioually and decreases Lh~~ prices of commodi-
tic. w with negativP exccss den~aud proportionally, while thc process iucrcascs the
activity levels of the firms making positive profit and decreases the activity levels of
the firms making negative profit with the same proportion. In general the process
adjusts simultaneously the prices and activity levels according to the sign pattern
of the excess demand and the profit. The price of a commodity is kept relatively
maximal (minimal) if the excess demand of the commodity is positive (negative)s
and the activity level of a firm is kept the same proportion smaller (larger) if its
profit is negative (positive).
'1'hc path P of points frorn (re, r,) as dc~lined in (l.:I) is followed through making
alternating replacemeut steps in the V h'-triangulation of S" x Rt as described
in the next section and pivot steps in a linear system of equations. To do so,
we replace iu system (2.3) the function f by its piecewise linear approximation F
with respect to the V lí'-triangulation. The function F is linear on each simplex
of the subdivision and coincides with f on the vertices of every simplex. Then the
algorithm traces a piecewise linear path, denoted by P, in S" x Rt such that for
every point (p,y) on P it holds tliat for all i, j
~- a if F~~(P,y) G 0 ,
a G ~- G max~, ~ if F,,(P,y) - 0
1 - max~, ~ if F~~(p,y) ) 0 ~, ,,,,
U~ - ur,; if l:z;(P,y) G 0
av; C J~ C c'r'~ f( I- c)b; if H'z;(R y) - 0
yt - c'~', t( I - c)G; if Fz,(P, y) ~ 0
for certaiu numbers a, 0 c u C l, aud c is satisfying
c-a if F~(p,y)~0
cGa if F~(p,y)G0.
The function F- (F~, Fz) is given by F(p, y) -~~}~ a;f(p', y' ) where
a~,..., ait~ ~ 0 are such that ~;t~ a; - l, and (p,y) -~~t~ a;(p',y') is a point in
some t-simplex a(w',...,w'}') of the VIí'-triangulation with vertices w' -(p',y'),
i- 1, ..., t f 1. By introducing a generalized primal-dual pair L of subdivided
manifolds and a function [rom L into R"t' x R'" whose zero points satisfy (2.4),
e.g. see [1], we can demonstrate the existence of a piecewise linear path of points
satisfying (2.4) from (u, ~~) to an approximate equilibrium under Assumption G. In
thc u~~xt ,ection wc dc~scrihi, the 1"K'-t.riangulation uf .ti'" x tft whirh underlics thc
algorithui.
3 The simplicial subdivision
Let !"~r and !m denote the set of integers { 1, 2, ..., n f 1} and { 1, 2, ..., m}, re-
spectively. The i-th unit vector in R"}~ is denoted by er(j), j E I"~r, while ez(i)
is the i-th unit vector in R"`, i E 1,,,. A vector s-(sr,sz) E R"t~ x Rm is said to
be a sign vector if s~~ E {-1,0, fl } for every j E!"t~ and sz; E{-I,0,-F1 } for
every i E l,". For each sign vector s, let
~-(sr) - {j E ~ntl ~ sli - -1 }
~~(si) - {J E ~,~ti ~ si~ -0}!}(S~) - {~ E !„t~ I s,; - fl }
!-(s2) -{ i E 1,,, ~ s2t --1 }
!o(s2) -{ i E h,, ~ sxr - 0}
It(ss) - { i E I,,, ~ si; -~-1 }.
Furthermore, let
S- { s E R"t' x lí"" ~ s is a sigu veclur
which contains at least one -1 and one tl
and in case s, ~ 0 there is some í E!m sucó that s2; G 0 and v; ~ 0}.
Note that in case v; ~ 0 for all i E l,,, there are 2"}mt' - 2 sign vectors in
S coutaining no zeros at all. Each sign vector s E S will induce a t-dimensional
subset A(s) of S" x Rt, where t- i, f 11 f 1 with t, -~ lo(s,) ~ and tx -~ !o(sz) ~.
It is readily sc~eu Lhat l lies betweeu 1 aud u~ rn and is eyual to one for the sign
vectors in .S containing no zeros at all. Therefore when v; 1 0 for all i E l,,, there
are 'l"}"`t' -~ 1-dimensional sets or rays along one of which the algorithm leaves
the starting point (u,v).
Definition 3.1
For s E S, the sel A(s) i.c yivcn 6y
A(s) -{(P.y) E S" X R~ ~
~ -a if sr;--1 ,
a G 1 G maxh ~ if s,; - 0
u--max~~ if sr;--}1
y~ - av; :! ss~ - -1
av; G y; G cv; t(1 - c)6; if sz; - 0
y; - ctr; ~ (Í - r)h, :J S2, - fl
c-a tf S, ~O
cGa if s1G0
whereOGaGI}.
'Ihe boundary of a t-dimensional set A(s) consists o( the (t - 1)-dimensional
sets A(s') with s' E.S differing in only one componeut of s being zero in s, and
in case I-(s,) ~!„t, of the intersection of A(s) with the (l - I)-dimensional set
S"(!-(s,)) x R'"(!-(sz)) where .S"(!-(.`,)) -{p E,ti'" ~ p; - 0 if j E I-(s,)} and
R"'(I-(s2)) -{y E R} ~ y; - 0 if í E!-(s-z)}. According to the description in Sec-
tion 2, the algorithm leaves (u, v) along the ray A(so) for whirL s~ - sign( f(u, v)),
where as in Lhe sequel the sign of x vector is takeu componeutwise. In general a
point (p,y) E S" x R~ satisfies (2.4) if aucl ouly if for some sign vector s E S, (p,y)s
lies in A(s) a.nd s- syn(F(p,y)). The triaugulation of S" x Rt with respect to
which the piecewise linear approximation F of f is defined nnrst be such that it
triangulates each A(.g), s E S. 'fhe Vlí'-I,riangulation of S" x ~ introduced in
Yamamoto and Yang [14] satisfies tttis property. To describe this simplicial subdivi-
sion, let s E S be given, let ry-(yt, yz, ..., yt, ) be a permutation of the tt elements
of Iv(st ), and let r be a sign vector containing no zeros and conforming to sz, i.e.,
r; - sz; whenever sz; ~ 0. lu case I-(st )- 1"}t or v; - 0 it must hold that r; -~1





Pti(~~ )- r 0 for j~ Ií
l lll, ~hEK tlh fOP j E lí
0 for i E I-(r) if st ~ 0
pz;(r) - v; for i E I-(r) if st G 0
b; for i E It(r). -
[:inally, we assume that Io(sZ) -{ it, iz,..., iiz } with the ordering i1 G iz G... G
iiz, .
Definition 3.2 Lel s, ry atzd r br ginr~e as above. The s161).4f'I A(S, ry, r) is given
by
A(s,7,r) -{(P,y) E.S" x R'f ~(P,y) -(u,v) f~~-óa'q', where
ifst ~ 0, then 0 G a`' G... G al C ao C 1
and for J - 1,...,tz
p~ ah f~ C oo,
and ifst G 0, then 0 G a`' G... C at G ntin{ 1, av}
and for j - 1,..,tz
0 G a`~}' C ao, if r;~ --~1 and sz;, - fi
0 G cr'~t~ G cr`. if ry -- I and sz;~ - 0}
whet~e the (ta f rra f 1)-vectov~ qv is defined Gy
9 - (Pi(t{(si)),P2(r)) - (n,v),
for j- I,...,1~ Nrr ( n { rlr -} I)-t~rrlnry~ i., drJinrd bi~
9' - (Pt(~}(st)U{7t,...,7i}),Pz(r))
-(Pt(I}(st) U {7t,...,7i-t}),Pz(r)),and jor j- I, ..., tx the (n f m f 1)-vector q'~t~ is defined 6y
qhti - 1 (~,v;,ex(ei)) if r;~ --1 and sx;~ - 0
l(0, (v;~ - 6;~ )ex(i~)) if r;~ - ~-1 and sx;~ - 0.
[t can easily be verified that the dimension of A(s, ry, r) equals t and that A(s)
is thc union of A(s,y,r) over all permutations ry of the elements of lo(sr) and all
sign vectors r coníorming to sx. For n- rn - 1, the subdivision of S" x I~` is
illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Figure :i.l : Subsets A(s) o( .S" x Rt for m- n- l.
La,l. d bc~ a posil,ivr~ inLi~fii~r.
Definition 3.3
When si ~ O,the Vl~'-trnangulation urith yr~éd si~e d-' ojA(s,ry,r) is lhe collec-
lion Cd(s, ry, r) of t-simplices o(a, 7r) with vertices w', wx, ..., w'tr such that
(I) wr -(u, v) f~;-o a(i)d-'q' with a- (a(0), a(1), ..., a(t - I )) an integer vector
such thatO Ga(tr)C...Ca(0)L d-1 andfori -ta~-I,...,t-1
p G a(i.) G a(0);
(2J for i - 1,..., t, w'}' - w' f rl-aq"' where n- (n~, ..., ar) a permutation of the
elements of { 0, I,..., f. - 1} sucla tleat p 1 p' if a(av) - a(7rv.) when jor some
j, I G j C tr, av - j aud av. - j- l, or when for some j 1 ti f l,nv, - 0 arzd
Av - J-
Whera sr G O,lhr Vlí'-hzattgulalion with ~rnd size d-' of A(s,y,r) is the colleclion
Gd(s, ry, r) of t-simplices o(a, rr) with vertices w', wx, ..., wa}' such that
(1J w' -(u, v) f~;-~ a(i )d-rq' with a-( a(0), ..., a(t - 1)) an integer vector such
that 0 C a(tr) C... G a(1 ) G min{ a(0), d- 1} and for j - 1,..., tx
0 G n(tr -} j) G a(0), ij r;~ - fl and sx;~ - 0
0 C n(tl f j) G a(1), iJ r;~ --1 and sx;~ - 0;
(;,~) jori - I, .,t,w't' - w'td-'q"~ whcrc a-(7rr,..., ar) is a per7nutation ojthe
elements oj { 0, 1,..., t- I} such. that p ~ p' if a(av) - a(rrP,) when for some
j, I G j G ta, rrv - j ruad rrv, - j- I,, or when Jor some j ~ tr ~ l, av - j
and rr,, - 0, or when for some j? tr t l,r;~-, -- 1, av - j and rry, - l.]o
'I'he uniou of the collection (~`~(.., 7, r) over all permutatious ry of the elements
of Iv(si) and over all sign vectors r couforming to s is a triaugulation of A(s),
whereas the union of all these triangulations over all sign vectors s E S yields the
VK'-triangulation of .S" x F~ with grid sizc d-~.
Let a(a, a) and ó(á, a) be two adjaceut simplices in A(s, ry, r) with common
facet r opposite to the vertex taA', I G A~ c l f I, of o. Then ó is obtained ïrom a
by replacing wk as described in Table 3.1, where e(i) is the (i -} 1)-th unit vector in
R',i-0,1,...,t-I.
Table 3.1: The vertex tuA of o(a,tr) is replaced
á á
k- 1 (azi..., ~n rt) a f e(trt)
1 G k G t f 1 (x,, ..., ~k-z, rk, ~k-t, ..., rrt) a
k- t f l (~~, Rt, ..., n,-,) r1 - E(n~)
When a facet lies in the boundary of A(s, ry, r) we have the following lemma.
Lemma S.4 When s, g 0, the Jacet r opposite to the vertex wk oJ o-(a, a) in
A(s, ry, r) lies in the óoundary oJ this sef ij and only ij one oj the following cases
holds:
(I) k- 1, a(0) - d- l, and tr, - 0;
(2) k- t f l, a(a,) - 0, and rr, - j for some j, j~ t,;
(3) 1 G k G t t 1, a(trk-,) - a(tr~), ak-, - 0, and ak 1 t, ~ 1;
(4) 1 G k G t-{- 1, a(n~,.-,) - a(tr~;), tr,~-, - i- 1, and trt; - i for some i E
{1,2, ,t,}.
When s, G 0, the jacet r opposite to the vertez wk of o(a, n) in A(s, ry, r) lies in
the Loundary oj this set. ij and only ij one oj the jollowing cases holds:
(1) k- l, a(1) - d- l. tr, - 1, and t, ~ 1;
(2) k- t t 1, a(a,) - 0, and a, - j Jor some j, j~ t,;
(3) 1 G k G t f l, a(ak-,) - a(tr,~), nk-, - 0, and nk ? t, ~ 1:
(4) 1 G k G t f 1, a(trk-,) - a(trk), nA-t - i- 1, and ak - i for some i E
{1,2, ,t,};
(5) 1 G k G t f 1, a(rrA.-i )- a(a,;), a,,-i - 1, and n~ - t, -~ j with r,~ --1 jor
.,ntnr j E ( I,...,l.l}.
In thr uc~xt. sc~ction wi, di,w ril,i- Lhr ~ti~pz uf Lhr algorithni hy niaking use of
'1'abl~, 3.1 aud Lc,mma :3.4.11
4 The steps of the algorithm
As stated in Section `l, the algorith~u follows a piecewise linear path of points (p,y)
in S" x Rt satisfying (2.4 ). The left hand side of (2.4) corresponds to the subdivision
of S" x ~ into sets A(s), whereas the rigbt hand side coincides with the sign pattern
of thc piecewise linear approximation F of j with respect to the V lí'-triangulation.
Each point (p,y) on the path P lies in :1(s) with s- sign(F(p,y)). Let o(a,x)
witó vc~rt.icos to~,...,w`t~ be a 1-siniplex in A(s) fOntallling such a point (P,y).
Then there exist uniyue uouuegative uwubcrs a~, i- l, ..., t~ I, p~, J ~ Iu(s~ ), and
Bk,k ~!u(sz), such that ~; a~ - 1, (p,y) -~; a~w', and
F~i~(P,y) -~;~~Jii(v~') --{tj if j E I-(s~)
- ~; ~iÍi~(to') - 0 if j E lo(s~)
- ~~ ~; Ï~z(w') - tz~ if j E It(si)
Fzk(P,y) -~; ~iÏz~:(~a') --B~ if k E I-(.'e)
- ~~ a~.(ultr'') - 0 if k E Io(.tiz)
- ~~ ~~fi,t(ro') - Bk if d~ E lt(.5z).
Such a t-simplex is called n-conipl~~ti~. It is readily siru Lliat a t-simplex
a(w~, ..., an't' ) is s-coinplrt~, if and only if Lhc (n } net'?)-syston, uf linear cyuatious
~~t `~ f(u,) [~` ~~,f~(i) o 0
L, ~~ ~ l ~ - L i~i ` 02 ~ - ~ Bk ~ szk~2(k)
~ - ~ OZ ~ ~-i ` ifro(a~) 0 A~zolai) 1` 0 I
(4.1)
has a nonnegative solution a,', i- 1,...,t f 1, W~, j ~ Io(sr), and Bk, k~
lu(sz).The vectors Or and Oz iu (4.1) denote the (n ~ 1)-vector and the nx-vector oí
zeros, respectively.
Nondegeneracy Assumption For each solution (a, tr, B) of the system (4.1)
at most one of variables (a,p,9) is eyual to zero.
Under this assumption the set of soh~tions (a,p,B) of the system (4.1) forms a
line segment, if any. An end point of such a line segment is called a basic solution
and has exactly one of the variables equal to zero. The line segment of solutions
(a,)z,B) induces a line segment of points w-~;a;w' in o for which according
to (4.1) it holds that siyn(F(w)) - siyn(~;~;J(w')) - s. `l'he line segment of
solutions (a, p, B) to (4.1) therefore corresponds to a linear piece of the path P in
o(a,rr) and can be followed by makiug a linear programming pivot step in (4.1).
The algorithm starts with the uniyue I-simplex oo(w', (0)) in A(su, 0, ro) having
w~ -(u,v) as a vertex, where so is the sign pattern of f(u,v) and ro - so. Clearly,1.i
0o is so-complete. Notice that, because of the nondegeneracy asswnption, sa does
not contain any zeros. The first piece of the path P is contained in oo. It can be
traced by making a pivot step in (4.l ) with respect to 0o by pivoting in the variable
az corresponding to the vertex w~ of Qo. After this pivot either ~~ becomes zero, p~
becomes zero for some j E { 1, ..., n~ 1}, or Bk becomes zero for some k E{ 1, ..., m}.
In general, each linear piece of the path P can be followed by making a pivot step in
(4.1) for some simplex o(a, n) with vertices w~, ..., tv~f~ in some A(s, ry, r). Suppose
that in such a pivot step pi becomes zero for some j~ Io(s~) or Bk becomes zero
for some k~ Io(s~). Then the con~esponding point w' -(p',y') - ~; ~;w' is an
approximateequilibrium ií ~ It(s~) ~ f ~ It(s2) ~- 1, and s~~ -~1 or s~k -~1, or
if ~ 1'(s~) ~ f ~ 1-(sz) fl { q ~ vy ~ 0} ~- l, and sl~ - - 1 or szk -- 1. Otherwise,
we consider the following cases: ( l) hi - 0 for some j E I-(s~ ), (2) p~ - 0 for some
j E It(s~), (3) B~; - 0 for some k E~-(sl), and (4) Bk - 0 for some k E ~t(sz).
(1) If p~ - 0 for some j E!-(s~), let .~~~ - 0, srh - s~h for h~ j, sz - sZ, then
o is a faceL of a(t } I)-simplex á(ii, ir) in A(s,7,r) where ry- (yl,...,ryi„ j),
ia(!) - a(1) for l - O, 1,..., t~, h(t~ -}. 1) - 0, ti(t~ -f l f I)- a(t~ f l) for
l- I,..., tz and a -(in,..., ir~, ti .} I) where
ir; -n; if x;Ct~ f1
~; - n; i- 1 if n; 1 tl f 1.
(2) Ií tr~ - 0 for some j E It(s~ ) , let s~~ - 0, s,h - s,h for h ~ j, s2 - s2, then a is
afacet o(a(t-}-I)-simplex o(d,á) in A(s,7,r) where7 - (j,ry~,...,ry~,), a((1) -
a(0),n(t) - a(0), n(1) - a(! - I) fur l- 2,...,t, á-(Pi,...,ph, l,Pht~,...,Pi)
with ph - nh for ah - 0, Pi - ni t I for 1~ h.
(3) If B,~ - 0 for some k E I-(s~), let s~ - s~,sz~; - 0, and szh - szh for
h~ k, then o is a facet of the (t f I)-simplex i7(á,fr) in A(s,-y,r) where if
1-(s~) ~ I„~~ and v~: ~ 0, then i~~; --l,rk - rh for h~ k,á(!) - a(l) for
l-O,l,...,t~-}-j,á(t~fj-~1)-O,andii(tltlfl)-a(t~tl)forl - jfl,...,t~
with j the largest index for which t~ C k, and ir -(á~, ..., á~, t~ f j f 1) with
1rh - 7rh Íf 7rh G tl ~ J} 1
~h- ~htl if nh~l~~-Jfl,
and whcre if I-(.ti~ )- I„~~, or v~ - 0 t.heu r,~ - f I, i~n - rh [or h~ k, á(1) -
a(!) for I- 0, 1, ..., j, n(j -} 1) - a(0) and u(l t l)- a(!) for !- j f I, ..., tz
with j the largest index for which i~ G k, and ir - (pl, ... , ph,j f 1, Phti, -.., Pa)
with ph - 0 for ah - 0,
p~ - n~ if ~r~ G j-} 1 for 1~ h.
p~ -nif1 if a~~j-~1.13
(4) [f 0~; - 0 for some k E It(st), let. si - s~,s~k - 0, and szA - siA for h~ k,
then Q is a facet of the (t ~ 1)-simplex ó(á, à) in A(s, ry, r) with á(t) - a(1) for
I- 0, 1,...,tr-}-j, á(trfj~l) - 0, andá(trftfl) - a(tr-}-I) forl - j-}.1,...,tz
with j the largest index for which i~ G k, and á-(á r,..., ál, tr f j f 1) where
áA-aA if nAGtrfj-fl
~A -~A f 1 lf 7fA ~ tl ~ J-} 1.
In the above four cases, the next linear piece~ of the path P is contained in ó. This
liucar piire can be folluwed hy making a t,icul. ztep in (4.1 ) with I J(iir) ~ wherc
w is the vertex of ó not contained in o. `
If after a pivot step in (~L1) ar,. becomes zero for some k E{ 1,...,t ~ 1}, then
the point w' -(y',y') -~;~;; a,w' lies in the facet r of a opposite to the vertex
wk. The followiug cases may happpen according to Lemma 3.4.
(I ) If k- 1, a(0) - d- 1, ar - 0, and c~ ~ 0, the algorithm terminates with an
approximate equilibrium ro'.
(2) [f tr ~ l,k - l,a(1) - d- l, and a~ - 1, the algorithm terminates with an
approximate equilibrium w'.
(3) [f d~ - t f l,a(tr) - 0, and ni - tr, then r is the ( t - 1)-simplex ó(á,ir)
in A(s,ry,r) with sl~ --1 for j - 7a„ srA - srA for h~ 1, s~ - s2,
7- Í7r,..., ryi,-i ), n(1) - a(I) for t - O, l, ..., tr - I, á(1) - a(l ~ 1) for
I- l~,..., f. - 2, and ir -( ni . ..., iri-i) where
7rA - ÁA If 7rA G tr
AA - 7rA - I If 1r1, J t ~.




(4 ) If Ar - I t I , a(l~ f j) - ll for so~ne j, I G j G l.t, and nl - I~ ~ j, theu r is the
(t-1 )-simplex o(a, ir) in :4(s, 7, r) with sr - s~, ss;, - r;,, .YZA - szA for h~ i„
a(l)-a(l)forl-0,l....,t~-}j-I.ia(l)-a(!fl)forl-ti fj-1,...,i-2,
and n - (ir~, ..., ir~-r) where
0
~A-~A if aAGtrfj




(5) If I G k G t t 1, tr,~-t - 0, trA - 1, and a(0) - a(1), then r is the (t - 1)-
simplex ó(à, á) in A(s, ry, r) with st; - f 1 for j- ryt, slh - sih for h~ j,
sz - sz,1' -(7z,...,rye,), à(~) - al~),nÍl) - a(t -{- 1) for 1- 1,...,t - 2, and
~ - (Pt, ..-, Pk-z, Pk, ..., Pi) whete
ph-ah-1 for h-1,...,k-2
Ph -~h - 1 for h- k, ..., t.
9t~et(7) l
The algorithm is continued in à(à, ir)by bringing Oz I into (4.1).
(fi) (i) If si ~ 0, 1 G k G t f I, nt,.-i - 0, aA. - t~ f J for soine, j, 1 G j G tz, and
n(l~ { j) - u(ll), Lhrn r i. ~i fuc,,t ul n(n,rr) in il(..,-y,r) wil.h r~ ---r,~ an~l
rt, -- r7, fur te ~ i,. 'I'h,~ alhurit.hui ~ unl.inui~s in o(u, a) I~y' niakin~, a pivut. step
iu (4.1 ) with I jl~~~) ~ whc,ro to i, I,hi~ vertc~x uf o uo1, cuntaiued in r.
(ii) If I-(st )-` I,:tt, 1 G k C t f 1, a,L-t - 0, ak - 7 for some j, 1 G j G tzi
then r is the ( t - 1)-simplex ó(á,á) in A(s,ry,r) with s~ - st, sz;~ --1,
r;~ --l,szh-szn,rh-rt, forh~i;,andà(1)-a(1)forl-0,l,...,j-1,
à(l) - a(! t 1) for !- j, ..., t- 2, and n-(Pt, ..., Prr-t, Prrtt, ... , Pi) where
Ph -~h If nh G J
Ph -~h - 1 If 1rh i J.





(iii) If .~~ C 0, ~ le(..~) ~? I. I C k G I-} l, at;-~ - ~, nA - t~ ~- j for some
j, I G j G tz, u(t~ ~ j) - u(0), aud r;~ -~-1, then r is a facet of o(à,ir)
in A(s,7,r) witL i~;~ --l,rh - 1'y, for h~ i„à(tt -F7) - a(1),à(1) - a(1)
for ! ~ tt ~- j, and ir is the same as a except that ak moves to behind 1.
'Phe algorithm is continoed in ó(à, ir) by making a pivot step in (4.1) with
~ f(w) ~, where tit is the vertex of á not contained in r.
` 1
0li
(iv) Ifsz G0, 1 GkGttl,rrr;-r - 1,rrk-tr-}jforsamej, 1 G j Gts,
a(1) - a(tr f j), and r;~ -- 1, then r is a facet of ó(á,á) in A(s,7,r) with
r;~ - fl, rti - rh for h~ íi, á(tr -{-1) - a(0),n(1) - a(1) for I~ ir f j,á is
the same as a except that aA moves to behind 0. The algorithm continues in
á(á, ir) by pivoting ~ j(~o) ~ in (d.l ), where w is the vertex ofo not contained
in r.
(7) If 1 G k G t~ 1, aA-r - i- l, a,~ - i (or sorne i E{ 2, ..., tr },
and a(nk-r) - a(a,~), then r is a facet of ó(a,a) in A(s,y,r) with ry-
(7r, ..., 7~-x, 7„ 7:-r, 7ar, -.., 7e, ). ~1'hc algorithm proceeds in á(a, a) by bring-
ing ~ j(i)
1
in (4.1), where rir is the vertex of a not contained in r.
(8) In all other cases, ó(á, ir) is adapted accoding to Table 3.1 by replacing wk.
The algorithm continues in ó(á, á) by pivoting ~ jlw) ~ in (4.1), where w is
the vertex of ó not contained in r. `
This completes the description of how the algorithm operates on S" x~. We
are now ready to discuss the convergence of the algorithm. As norm we denote ILII~
bY II?Ilx - max; I x; I for x E R".
Lemma 4.1 Lrl U('I') -{(p,g) E .S'" x li.t I max{7',max; b;} G max; y; c
max; 6; f max{T,max; G;}} ond let y~ - in.j{max; jl;(p,y) I(p,y) E D(T)}. If
Assurnption C is satisfied, lhen y: ~ 0.
Proof: The conclusion directly follows from the compactness of D(T) and the
continuity of j. O
Due to the compactness of U(T), the funetion j is uniformly continuous on
D(T). Therefore for a positive e G~~2, there is a b~ 0 such that x, y E D(T) and
II~ - yll~ 5 ë implY III(x) - j(y)Ila C e.
Theorem 9.2 Suppose that the algorithrn works on the Vh"'-triangulation oj
S" x~ with mesh size smaller than thc above b. Then under Assumption G it
terminates within a finite number ojstep.c.
Proof: It is sufficient to show that there cloes not exist any s-complete simplex in
A(s)(~D('I'). Snppose~ to the contrary LhaL Lhere is an s-complrte simplex ~(a,a)
with vorl.irc:e cn~,ur1,..., u~rr~ in I)('1'). II. iin~,lic~s t.h:rl...i G Il:uid ..YZ - i I fur sanu~
k E 1,,,. Accurding I,o equatiou (4.1 ) we ha.w~ Lhat thc~ piecewise linear approximation
hr at ro -~(ti a;m' E a is non-pusitive., i.e. Fi(ra) G 0. Be,cause w E D(T),16
there exists some j for which fr~(u~) ~ y~ according to Lemma 4.1. It follows
that fr~(iu') ~ y~~2 for all vertices w' of o. Since Fr(w) -~~t~ a;fr(w'), and
~;ti 1; - l,a; ~ 0 for i- 1,...,t } I, wc, obtain Fc~(ia) 1 y:~2 ~ 0. This is a
cuntradictiou. - O
It is easily seen from Theorem 4.l that as the tnesh size of the V If'-triangulation
of S" x Rt goes to zero, the end points of the paths P followed by the algorithm
yield a subsequence that converges to au equilibrium.
5 Applications
In this section we apply the adjustment, process to economies with constant returns
to scale. It may be wortli mentioning that this process can also be used to find an
equilibriwn in an economy with increasing returns to scale and converges for any
start.iug poinL under the condit.ion stated in Hofkes [5]. Let us consider an economy
witli a linite ntunber of runsuinc,rs, nr firnis c.ach having coustant rcturus to scalc
productiuu fimrtions, indc,xed by z- 1,...,ur, and n-~ I commodities, indexed by
j- I,..., n~- I. Couscnner:v are assumed to be endowed with the commodities.
Given a, pricc vector p E H~tc`{0} with p~ denoting the price of commodity j,
let d(p) denote the total demand of the cousumers, where d~(p) is the demand for
commodity j E I"~r, and let z(p) be the total demand d(p) minus the total initial
endowments. Standard assumptions on ~ are as follows:
(1) - is continuous in p E F2~tr `{0};
(2) - is homogeneous of degree zero, i.e. z(~p) - ~(p) for any a 1 0 and p E
Rft'`{0};
(3) ( Walras'law) p'-(p) - 0 for cwc,i.~ p E l~~tr`{(1).
Commodities in the economy can be produced by the firms. A production activity
of firm i., i E Im, at price vector p E R~tr`{0}, is characterized by an input-output
(il-} 1)-vector a'(p) whose negative componeuts correspond to the amounts of inputs
and whose positive components to the amounts of outputs per unit production.
Thcu pra'(p) represents thr profit of firm i, i E l,", per unit production. Moreover,
a', i E 1,,,, is homogenc~c,us in p of degrec~ zc~ro, concave and coutinuous on Rt}r`{0}.
Let y bc~ a nonnegativc~ nrvc~ctor of producl.iun levels aud Ic,t ~l(p) be~ the ( n -{- I) x m
matrix [a'(p), ..., a"`(p)]. Hence ,A(p)y denotes the net supply of the production side
at price vector p and a production level vector y. For this economy we call a price
vector p' and a production level vector y` an equilibrium if for each commodity
demand is at most equal to endowment plus net supply of the production side and
no production activity makes positive profit. Let the net excess demand functionlï
f~ : R"~t~`{o} x Rt -~ R"t' be clefinecl by f~(P,y) - z(P) - A(P)y, i.e. ft(P,y)
is the excess demand of the cons~unption side at p minus the net supply of the
production side at (p, y). l~w ther let the profit function f2 : Rtf ~`{o} x R} --. Rm
be defined by Jz(p,y) - A~(p)p, i.e. f1(p, y) is the vector of profits at p per unit
activity. For a detailed description of the model, we refer to van der Laan, Talman
and Kremers [8].
Definition 5.1 A pair (p',y') E R'~t'`{o} x R~ is an equiliór-ium if
Í~i fr(P`,y`) 5 0
(2) Iz(n'.y') ~ o.
Because of the homogenity of degree zero of ~ and a', i - 1, ..., m, we have that if
(p',,y') is an cquilibriuni, t.hcu also (~li , y') is an equilibrium pair for any a~ o. So
this permits us to nornialize the price vectors to the u-dimensioual unit simplex S".
Now the problem is rechiced to the one we discussed in Section 2. For the existence
of an equilibrium in this econo~ny the following no free production assumption is
introduced iu [8].
Assumption F(No production without input) For any p E S", A(p)y 1 0
and y~ 0 implies that y- 0.
Taking (u,v) E.5'" x R'~ and a positive vector 6 E Rt as described in Section
2, we will show that under condition F there exists an eyuilibrirun in the economy
witfi constant returns to sca.le via t.he~ ad.justment process (2.3). To do so, it suffices
I,o prove the fullowing a,si,rt.iou.
Theorem 5.2 The path P in S" x R'f is óounded.
ProoF. Suppose that the path P is unbounded. Then without loss of generality
there is some sign vector .c E S' with s~ C 0 such that A(.ti) contains a sequence
{(pk,,yA) }~', with some of the components of yA going to infiuity. Siuce S" is
compar,t, the sequencc pA has a. suhseyueucc convergiug to a cluster point y in S".
Because (pA',y~`) E A(..) we have that fii(p~,,yA) G 0 for all j. Hence there exist
nonuegal.ivc numbcrs ~~~ I'ur all j~ lo(.a ).nrh that,
k k k „ A l: k A f~(P,y )- l~,h~,f~(j)--(P )-A(P )y f ~ ~~;e~(i)-o. (5.i)
14jola~ ) JEI-la, )
Since pk has a subsequence converging to y and z is continuous, system (5.] ) can
only have a solution for all A~ if the homogeneous system of linear eyuations
- A(9)y ~- ~ f~ier(J) - ~. (5.2)
JEI-Is~lI ii
has a nonzero solution ry~ 1 0, i E I,,,. aud ~i~ ? 0, j E I-(sr ). On the one hand, if
y' - 0, there exists at least one conrpouent of p~ greater than zero, contradicting
system (5.2). On the other hand, if y' ~ 0, it easily follows from Assumption F that
at least one component of A(q)y' is less than zero, which is also in contradiction with
system (5.2). From these results, system (~i.l ) does not have a nonzero nonnegative
solution. This completes the proof. ~ O
'1'heYrrcm ~i.1 indicatcs I,hat I,hi~ pal,ó I' is bouudexl aud thcmforc Icads to another
end point which must be an equilibrium. Ofcourse, the adjustment process can also
be applied to the special case of linear production technologies. In that case the
matrix A(p) is independent of p. Then the process converges for any starting point
under the standard assumption that there can be no production without input (see
e.g. [4, 7, 1 2]).
6 Concluding remarks
In this paper we developed a simplicial variable dimension restart algorithm to
compute economic equilibria on S~~ x R~. The algorithm can start at an arbitrar-
ily chosen point of S" x Rt and has much tnore rays to leave the starting point
than the other variable dimeusion algoritJmis developed thusfar. For the price and
activity level adjustrnent of the algorithm the economic interpretation of the adjust-
menl. seems to be vrry iutuitive aud similar to the classical tatonnement processes.
Cout.rary to the lattor oncs, fur th~, simplicial process introduced in this paper the
global convc~rgence propert.y óolils. I~inally, we will report ninnerical results on the
iruplementat.iun uf thc~ a.lgorithnr iu a fort.hcoming papcr.
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